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Abstract

Sharing the results of research and scientific production is crucial for the survival and development of all disciplines. Health information is becoming uncertain and powerful economic interests disrupting medical information has triggered a loss of credibility. M@dNotes project (in Spanish NotasL@cas), is the by-product of nonprofit collaborative international knowledge network with participation of students, general practitioners, family physicians, and healthcare workers. One of the aims of this network is to discuss the validity of the information available on sensitive subjects and build a knowledge exchange network inside a community of practice. It has been created to share different materials excluded from traditional academic publishing and commercial distribution channels: monographic reports, commented articles, files with references searches. These materials product of learning process are qualified with an appropriate level because there were submitted to a peer review or judged by a scientific committee to get an approval. Includes an indexing method (Q Codes and ICPC) to manage and retrieve the materials received. The project provides a particular folder to upload and share the documents. A web blog is the dissemination friendly tool or interface to share and retrieve the documents available in the network. Through a facility in the cloud, it is possible to access an excel file with all the materials shared, codes assigned and the hyperlink to get a pdf file of each material.
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Background

Unpublished data in General Practice/Family and Community Medicine (GP/FCM) are numerous. Yet, GP/FMC organizations are heavy producers of continuous medical education, training sessions, multiple congresses at local regional and national level in every country. Each year, research meetings, virtual conferences, websites, blogs produce an amount of communicable data usually with restricted circulation in local networks or small groups. They are also active on social networking. For local and national events, the use of local language is the rule. As stated by Eisenbach1,2 “Social networking approaches revolutionize the way people collaborate, identify potential collaborators or friends, communicate with each other, and identify information that is relevant for them”. Family physicians are heavy consumer of social media and could appraise internet information and “act as decentralised “label services” to rate the value and trustworthiness of information by putting electronic evaluative and descriptive “tags” on it”.

Grey Literature and its relevance in General practice/Family and Community medicine

Most of these unpublished communications are research production focused on persons, communities and developed at the point of care configured an enormous amount of grey literature.3 According to many authors, the term “grey literature” remains not clearly defined, imprecise, confuse and linked to an economic
point of view.\textsuperscript{4} The Pisa Declaration on Policy Development for Grey Literature Resources includes this definition: Grey literature document types in print or electronic formats include among others: research and technical reports, briefings and reviews, evaluations, working papers, conference papers, theses, and multimedia content, representing an important and valuable part of research and information\textsuperscript{,5}.

Sharing the results of research and scientific production is crucial for the survival of all disciplines. Therefore, General Practice/Family and Community Medicine (GP/FCM) considered as a discipline with a baggage of knowledge and practices should provide relevance to grey literature and open access to it, through academic and political strategies.

The idea and purpose of working with grey literature produced from GP/FCM is to provide it visibility, utility and contribute to building a network of researchers to share useful knowledge. Systematization for the storage and retrieval of information for research purposes in this field it is necessary.\textsuperscript{,6} Actually, the access to scientific literature it is really changing since we have global democratization of knowledge. For example, the explosion of the use of Sci-Hub facilities (http://sci-hub.tw) it is an interesting phenomenon and perhaps it could be the beginning of the end of the scholarly publishing in the way we traditionally understand it.\textsuperscript{,7}

Recently, a movement of awareness of the uncertainty associated with medical information has arisen in a large number of practitioners. It became apparent that powerful economic interests disrupted medical information and that it was losing credibility.\textsuperscript{,8,9} Linked by social media, these family physicians are no longer dependent on their local organization but build trusting relationships around the world. Many of them have become aware of the fragility of their knowledge and have sought to validate their sources of information independently. The movement around the quaternary prevention concept\textsuperscript{10} aims to help disseminate information that protects patients against biased and invasive medical information. This movement, supported by the World Organization of Family Physicians (WONCA),\textsuperscript{11} is putting in place a different means of disseminating quality information. The M@dnotes experience is one of the expressions of this movement.

**What is the purpose? Origin of the idea**

The idea of the project arose when verifying that more than 95% of the postgraduate and pregraduate research/reports/scholar works (monographic works) to accomplish or finished one part of the training were finally lost and unpublished. Most of them come from creative and fresh “minds” and are interesting topics to improve the applying of evidence in medical healthcare. From this perspective, M@dNotes is a unique local platform to rescue knowledge and support exchange and collaboration. Perhaps one limitation is the circumstance of being restricted to few countries or a small group of practice. Nevertheless, the Project is trying to improve its qualifications in order to link M@dNotes to an open access network. It has been created to share different materials excluded from traditional academic publishing and commercial distribution channels: monographic reports, commented articles, files with references searches.

Many of them qualified with an appropriate level of quality because there were submitted to a peer review or judged by a scientific committee to get an approval. The project includes an indexing method (Q Codes and ICPC) to manage and retrieve the materials received. Q-Codes are intended for indexing Family medicine related documentation jointly with the International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC) mainly focused on clinical topics. The project provides a particular folder to upload and share the documents.
A web blog is the dissemination tool or friendly interface to share and retrieve the documents available in the network. Through a facility in the cloud, it is possible to access an excel file with all the materials shared, codes assigned and the hyperlink to get a pdf file of each material.

**What does the M@dNotes project propose?**

The project proposes a methodology for registering, sharing and preserving scientific production from the field of GP/FCM activity.

It is provided a system to share monographies, qualitative research reports, scientific reports, searches of materials, bibliographic references and resources or materials oriented to research, teaching or other purposes in health disciplines, emerging from Family and Community residency training students, pregraduate students or general practitioners. All these documents and materials would stay where they are, in conferences settings, in universities repositories or on the networks. However, arranged or stored in that way they are not completely accessible or they cannot be found through the search engines. The Project provide a first step to do so. The objective is facilitate the knowledge exchange into the network. However, with the use of the world wide web all the contents are available everywhere. In the future to amplified the visibility wil be necesary to link the Project to open source or grey literature engines.

**Sharing and dissemination strategy**

The Project stimulate collaboration, team working and a way to share the knowledge through a web platform. In the case to share a references search on a particular topic we define a “non-systematic” method guided by centers of interest which allows registering the materials found. The design of the method does not allow getting systematic searches of scientific literature and it is not intended for systematic or exhaustive reviews. Nevertheless, it establishes a method to get, to list, to register, to share and to preserve searches of materials of diverse nature and on-line discussion by practicing healthcare providers.

Each search will be focused on the specific interest of each voluntary collaborator. The interest will be centered on a research question or particular curious interest. Many of the opinions, ideas or doubts that emerge to us are provoked by diverse stimuli that are not restricted to the scientific literature reading. It offers a strategy for sharing and preserving the searches made. It works as a reservoir of information, with free access and through a collaborative networking style in a volunteer non-profit platform. A tutorial to perform this method is available at: https://tinyurl.com/proyecto-NotasLocas

**Mad Notes step by step: share, disseminate, retrieve**

**How to share**

The platform allows sharing your scientific work and communicates your approach to knowledge your reflection or your questions with others. We have created a particular folder to fill up the tabs that each one wishes to share. Some of these tokens have been made and shared with generosity by experts on a particular topic, so they become excellent guides to bibliographic references and resources available in the global network.
Then each one will follow its own interest and deepen these searches. After finishing your listing and if you wish, you can host it sending your draft to our e-mail address notaslocasmadnotes@gmail.com. Using a simple form we collect your data and you can upload your note to the cloud for dissemination. One time the document was uploaded we will add the codification (about the main topics of the work) and will validate the whole document with the collaborator in order to share and spread on the web blog and network resources. Recently we added a special space to upload and share monographic reports (non published medicine students and Family and Community training students reports).

Editorial statement

We have an editorial statement in order to guarantee the quality of the materials we publish and to ensure the consent of the authors. When we consider a scientific document non published for example a monographic report or conference report we apply the authors to attach the monographic tutors or scientific committee resolution about the acceptance of the work during the previous submission process to a scholar committee or to a conference.

After that, we ask the researcher to submit the paper on the drive through a web form and we ask the consent to publish and share on the web blog. For other reports or documents with not previous peer review we submit the application to revision for editorial board integrated for three volunteer members of the network. The documents shared by the platform are under a Creative Commons License CC BY-NC-ND. Licensees may copy, distribute, display and perform the work and make derivative works based on it only if they give the author or licensor the credits (attribution) in the manner specified by these. - Attribution + Noncommercial + NoDerivatives.

Disemination strategy

To facilitate dissemination was used a web blog as a communication interface. On the web blog is it possible to find documents following the tools provided: categories and tags. Categories are oriented to index on subjects for example “Primary Care” or “Commented articles” or “Monographies”. Tags are associated to the codification tools; for example, QD42 Secondary prevention, in this case a Q Code. The whole project is indexed with Core Content Classification in GP/FCM (3CGP). This classification joins the International Classification of Primary Care (ICPC-2), used to identify clinical aspects and the Q-Codes, a proposal to identify contextual information about family physician profession.

Each note receives indexation with Q-Codes and or with ICPC 2. This effort will allow to retrieve the information in the network in a versatile mode adequate for the indexation of grey literature in GP/FM and Primary care. The full database is available in several languages in Excell file or in Web Ontology Language (OWL) format for semantic purposes. Refer to http://3cgp.docpatient.net/ for more information about the 3CGP project.

Descriptors of the Q Codes and ICPC are available in the following hyperlinks:
- Access to ICPC-2 Main Hierarchy (multilingual): https://hetop.eu/hetop/?la=en&rr=CIP_C_ARBO
Table 1. Example of possible indexation tags.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Name and Descriptor link</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QD444</td>
<td>Overscreening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y77</td>
<td>Malignant neoplasm prostate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ES: <a href="https://www.hetop.eu/hetop/3CGP/es/?rr=CIP_D_Y77">https://www.hetop.eu/hetop/3CGP/es/?rr=CIP_D_Y77</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EN: <a href="https://www.hetop.eu/hetop/3CGP#rr=CIP_D_Y77&amp;q=Y77">https://www.hetop.eu/hetop/3CGP#rr=CIP_D_Y77&amp;q=Y77</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PT: <a href="https://www.hetop.eu/hetop/3CGP/pt/?rr=CIP_D_Y77">https://www.hetop.eu/hetop/3CGP/pt/?rr=CIP_D_Y77</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each entry allows to get a pdf file through a link with the document shared. On the front page of the document a metadata file is available with the name of the document, authors information, and indexation codes mentioned.

The following figure shows an example of metadata information.

![Metadata information available on the web blog.](image-url)
The first post in the web blog was published on June 2017. Most of the entries are in Spanish, a few are in English and many others are multilingual. The authors are groups or individual contributors. Up to the moment 18 documents have been shared. There are Monographic reports, references summaries, lists of materials and resources, metanalysis reports and commented articles. On the following table is possible to see the topics covered.

Table 2. Some topics shared on NotasL@cas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of communication</th>
<th>Subjects/Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monographic reports</td>
<td>Use of antiepileptics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Breast cancer screening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overscreening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bibliographic references file</td>
<td>HPV vaccine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colo rectal cancer screening evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mammograms for breast cancer screening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lipidic hypothesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources and material searches</td>
<td>Use of pharmacs and artistic expresions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Deprescribing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADHD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reports</td>
<td>Metaanalysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scientific literature critical reading</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Retrieve

It is possible to retrieve information or to perform a search from the web blog tools using the indexation showed. Access of every document is possible and freely available.

Availability

- The project proposal and tutorial to share the notes are available here: https://tinyurl.com/proyecto-NotasLocas
- All notes are freely accessible in PDF: https://tinyurl.com/Fichas-Compartidas
- All notes are accessible on the network weblog: https://notaslocasmadnotes.wordpress.com/

Coding the M@dNotes project itself

M@dNotes itself as project supports the following Q-Codes:

- QT42/Online knowledge-sharing: Electronic Supplementary Materials [Publication Type]; Supporting content or information, such as animation, datasets, multimedia files, video, movies, audio files, text files, or software, which is submitted for publication in an online journal or an online edition of a journal. This information may be referenced in the text of the article with a link to the supplementary data provided. (MeSH). https://www.hetop.eu/hetop/Q?la=en&rr=CGP_QC_QT42
- QT43/Digital Library: an online collection of digital objects, of assured quality, that is created or collected and managed according to internationally accepted principles for collection development
and made accessible in a coherent and sustainable manner, supported by services necessary to allow users to retrieve and exploit the resources. (Scielo 2014) https://www.hetop.eu/hetop/Q?la=en&rr=CGP_QC_QT43

- QT44/Social Media; Platforms that provide the ability and tools to create and publish information accessed via the INTERNET. Generally, these platforms have three characteristics with content user generated, a high degree of interaction between creator and viewer, and easily integrated with other sites. (MeSH) https://www.hetop.eu/hetop/Q?la=en&rr=CGP_QC_QT44

Final note: mision and conflict of interest

Mad Notes is a volunteer and non-profit international, industry- independent initiative. Mad Notes offers to collaborate in an independent worldwide non-profit network. We promote solidarity, voluntary networking and a space of critical thinking and collective creation for open-minded general practitioners and primary care workers. The project is being supported for some passionate colleagues. This article is also an invitation for volunteers willing to contribute to the dissemination of quality information.
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